This paper outlines a theory for a diagnostic balance model. A unique manner of partitioning baroclinic vertical motions into various forcing mechanisms is proposed as a natural extension of the quasi-geostrophic problem. Forcing functions include advection of vorticity and temperature by the nondivergent and the divergent part of the wind. Role of various terms of the complete vorticity and the so-called balance equations are included in the analysis. Other features of the diagnostic model are air flow over terrain, frictional contributions a t the lower boundary, sensible heat transfer from water surfaces, and stable and unstable formulations of latent heat release. Typical magnitudes and physical interpretations of several nongeostrophic mechanisms are illustrated. Two applications of the above mentioned diagnostic model appear in this issue, a study of a frontal cyclone development by Krishnamurti and a study of a low latitude disturbance by Baumhefner.
INTRODUCTION
A diagnostic Lalance model can be used to describe the three dimensional motion, temperature, pressure, and moisture fields consistent with a system of scaled dynamical equations. The diagnostic balance model provides a detailed initial state for a primitive equation model and may be used for studies of short period evolution of weather systems. Adjustment of wind and pressure field in a primitive equation model may be studied from such an input and from'simpler balanced systems. I tropical disturbances outside of the intertropical convergence zone and the hurricane class where the Rossby number is still <1 and the expansion theory is hence valid.
In a typical easterly wave, for instance, u = 10 m.p.s. f=0.5X10-4 set.-' L = lo6 m.
R0=0.2<1.
In the following we present dynamical equations that are valid for a small Rossby number ( R , <~) theory;
Lorenz [lo] and Phillips [13] have discussed the essential I n the middle latitudes, cyclone scale disturbances belong to this class, namely
If we deal with disturbances closer to the Equator O r Of than 'Oo0 km. Or much larger wind weather disturbances we deal with here satisfy the criteria of small Rossby number. In this issue of the Month& Weather Review we present a detailed study of an scale analysis and energetics of this system of equations. speeds, then this analysis would not ' PP' Y. The
Of however the possible application of a dynamical system where Ro>l in low latitudes is questionable. The model can be applied with considerable confidence to study weather systems of the Tropics that are found about 5" lat. away from the Equator and that have not reached hurricane strength. There are a large number of extratropical storm (Krishnamurti [7] ) and a study of a nondeveloping easterly wave under an upper cold Low (Baumhefner [2] ). Our studies also include an inves tigation of a developing easterly wave (Krishnamurti [6] ). The calculations in this latter were carried out during its prehurricane stage when the flow fields were characterized by R o < l . Other related studies appear in Krishnamurti ( 
81.
An examination of large-scale motion, temperature, pressure, and moisture distribution is needed for any search of instability mechanism that may be important in the subsequent developments to large Rossby number phenomena.
The diagnostic balance model is a very powerful tool for studying the role of a number of rather complex mechanisms that describe the instantaneous state of the atmosphere. The formulation of the model for the middle latitudes is somewhat different from that in the Tropics for at least two essential reasons:
i) The nondivergent stream function of the horizontal velocity field for middle latitude systems can in general be obtained from a solution of a balance equation for a prescribed distribution of the geopotential height field. An analysis of the geopotential height field is not easily possible in the Tropics and a wind field is required to obtain a stream function which corresponds to the observed relative vorticity distribution.
ii) Heating functions describing effects of latent heat release can be handled rather easily if dynamical ascent of absolutely stable air is producing condensation. This is generally true of the large-scale precipitation from stable nonconvective cloud systems. The heating function can in such cases be defined nonzero if 1) Atmosphere is absolutely stable 2) Relative humidity is near 100 percent 3) Air is rising on a large scale. These conditions are generally met in the middle latitudes. I n the Tropics heating functions have to be defined for convective type of cloud forms. A formal parameterization of the cumulus-scale heating should perhaps be carried out in somewhat the same way as it is done for studies of tropical storms, e.g. Kuo [9] . In the Tropics a heating function may be defined if 1) Atmosphere is conditionally unstable 2 ) Net moisture convergence in vert>ical columns >O. While we have separated the middle latitudes and the Tropics in two broad categories for defining heating function, in the real atmosphere there is a large overlap generally, and this must be borne in mind in treating weather systems. For instance, near the fronts of a middle latititude cyclonic disturbance all of the tropical conditions will generally be satisfied and a heating function in such regions should be accordingly defined. The problem thus becomes somewhat too complicated. For the present, we have made this broad division between the high and low latitude disturbances.
THE BALANCE EQUATIONS
The quasi-static equation of motion with pressure as a vertical coordinate may be written in the form (a list of symbols appears in table l),
The continuity equation may be written in the form
The first law of thermodynamics is expressed by the relation,
(4)
where H is the diabatic heating per unit mass of air.
In the formulation of a diagnostic balance model, vorticity and divergence equations are derived from equations ( The frictional force is retained a t the 1000-mb. surface, and is defined in terms of stresses T , and rv.
Tu= c D~v J u~T V '
where U and V are the totaI horizontal wind components on a pressure surface and C, is a drag coefficient. The nondivergent stream function in the following is obtained from equation (6) for a given geopotential (6, for the high latitude weather systems. The method of solution is the same as that given in Shuman [14] , except when the equation is hyperbolic over part of the area of interest, in which case we have solved the equation
Q.~V+V~+-~J(U,,V,).
Comparison of the two stream functions obtained from equations (6) and (9) for an example with no hyperbolic regions showed very slight differences in the stream functions. Equation (9) 
FORCING FUNCTIONS OF THE BALANCE w-EQU ATlON
The quasi-geostrophic w-equation contains two forcing functions, while the general balance w-equation, presented here, has 12 forcing functions. At first sight it is not quite obvious that an analysis should be carried this far, but as we shall show the contribution by several of these terms is quite large and yields information that is not obtainable from a quasi-geostrophic model.
The forcing functions are:
ii) Ellipticity of the three equations, validity of bound- 
ternal forcing function. The pressure frame (5, y, p ) is . somewhat artificial near the lower boundary due to reduction of data to sea level, and this boundary condition at best is only a compromise for the real problem of upslope and downslope motion of air. An earth frame, where the earth's surface is a coordinate surface, would be more desirable for inclusion of terrain boundary condition, but the problem becomes many times more complicated when all the terms of the balance model are retained.
The problem, as we have posed it, contains 12 internal forcing functions and one external forcing function.
In all cases the following qualitative rule is found important for interpreting vertical motion contribution. If a forcing function Ft is greater than zero, then in the vicinity of this region its contribution will be rising motions. There are exceptions to this rule but generally this is true.
It is thus easy to verify the relation between rising and sinking motion and the vorticity and thermal advection patterns. Synoptic experience and results of simple quasigeostrophic w-equation solutions have verified the inverse relationship between these forcing functions and the sign of rising or sinking motion. It must, however, be noted that the two terms of the quasi-geostrophic theory do not exactly correspond to the first two terms of a balance model. The stream function for the former case is the geostrophic stream function gzlfo while for the later case it is the balance nondivergent stream function. Besides, in the quasi-geostrophic theory j is replaced by j o and the static stability u is a function of pressure only, while in the balance model the contribution from the first two terms arise for variable j and u (5, y, p ) .
A qualitative interpretation of terms 1 , 2 , 8 , 9 , 10, and 11 can be made in a similar manner. The heating terms 6 and 7 will be positive if HL and Hs are positive and will in general contribute rising motions. The forms of these functions HL and Hs are discussed in a separate section. Frictional stresses (term 5 ) will generally contribute rising motions in regions of cyclonic relative vorticity and sinking motions in regions of anticyclonic relative vorticity.
The deformation and the divergence terms (3 and 4) do not appear in the quasi-geostrophic theory but are large (as we shall demonstrate later) and their interpretation is somewhat difficult. will be expected to be large. Much further analysis of this term is needed.
The divergence term strongly modifies the vertical motion distribution produced by the leading two terms in regions where p is large. This is easy to see from the form of the forcing function, Let p>O in a region of strong sinking motion, a t low levels [V2x<0, and at upper levels pVzx>O; hence and will contribute rising motion and oppose the two leading terms. The converse holds in regions of strong rising motions.
The fl term (term 12) is the least important of all the terms listed above.
We have not included any radiative effects in the analysis presented here; the assumption has been that measures of the instantaneous tendencies of atmospheric variables for synoptic scale motions can be made without invoking these effects. This may prove to be wrong. We shall next discuss some of the more detailed aspects of heating, friction, and terrain effects in the model.
THE HEATING FUNCTION OF THE w-EQUATION
I n the w-equation the forcing function of heating terms is written in the form,
where H is defined through the first law of thermodynamics as the rate of heating per unit mass of air which is a rising motion of about 0.3 cm./sec. The corresponding dws/dp and rate of production of vorticity a t the sea level will thus be a small quantity. In strong polar outbreaks V can be as large as 25 m.p.s. and (Tw-T,) as large as 10°C.) and u may be quite variable, corresponding contribution to vertical motions near the 1000-mb. surface may well exceed 1 cm./sec. In our studies the forcing function for the sensible heat is given by the expression,
FHS=-4.5953XlO-' V2V(Tw-Ta). (34)
In the nonlinear balance model static stability is permitted to vary in the x, y, p space; thus a realistic measure of the effect of sensible heat is possible. It must however be noted that the empirical coefficients of the Jacobs transfer formula are not very reliable and such calculations need considerable refinement.
LATENT HEAT
The following static stability parameters are relevant to our studies. 
(37)
The relation between relation, and u is given by the approximate Since i3qs/ap is large in the lower latitudes and in the lower troposphere below 700 mb. generally, ue can be negative or positive depending on the magnitude of the second term in equation (38). According to parcel ascent considerations we define stability by the inequalities: i) u > 0 Absolutely stable ii) u > 0 Conditionally unstable iii) u < 0 Absolutely unstable n e > 0 ue < 0 me < 0.
The dry static stability is regarded as a function u ( p ) in quasi-geostrophic models. In the nonlinear balanced model static stability is permitted to vary in the three dimensions.
In our studies of synoptic scale motions we do not have to deal with absolutely unstable regions, but inequalities i) and ii) do appear. Middle latitude temperature distributions are characterized by relation i), and tropical flow below 700 mb. satisfies the relation ii) generally. In summer large areas of the lower troposphere as far north as 40' lat. can be conditionally unstable, and in wintertime during periods of strong polar outbreaks tropical latitudes may be absolutely stable on the synoptic scale.
For the absolutely stable case we define a heating function HL by the relation,
provided the air is nearly saturated, rising, and ue>O- The corresponding mid-tropospheric vertical velocity is very small. Formal solutions of u-equations (without the approximations) do indeed yield vertical motion of this order or somewhat smaller in most of the tropical situations we have examined.
SURFACE FRICTION
The contribution from a frictional stress a t the 1000-mb. surface, equations (7) and (S), is expressed by the following forcing function of the o-equation:
ax T
The quantity in the brackets is evaluated from the divergent and the nondivergent component of the wind and temperature at the 1000-mb. surface. The manner by which the divergent part of the wind is evaluated in successive approximation procedure is discussed in another section. Since the choice of the value of the drag coefficient is very important in equation (44), it is somewhat unfortunate that a value based on earlier studies is the best that can be done a t this stage. This is not very critical for middle latitude storms where, as we shall see, frictional vertical motion in cyclonic disturbances is around 1-2 cm./sec. a t the lower levels and damps very rapidly with height. This vertical motion is generally overpowered by the vertical motions induced by the baroclinic dynamics and latent heat. This effect however becomes very important in the Tropics because low level wind speeds still are about the same order (10 m.p.s.), density of air is still about the same, and for a drag coefficient of 2.5X10-3 units, vertical velocities produced by frictional stresses are of the same order or larger than those produced by the weak baroclinic dynamics of the tropical weather systems.
TERRAIN (UPSLOPE AND DOWNSLOPE) VERTICAL MOTIONS
Terrain effect is introduced at the 1000-mb. surface as a lower boundary condition : A partitioning of vertical motion is thus possible for a quasi-geostrophic problem; wA is a contribution to the vertical motion from the forcing function A($) which may be the differential vorticity advection effects and the contribution by the thermal effects. Suoh a partitioning cannot in general be done using inhomogeneous boundary conditions (like terrain contributions) because they will enter into both wA and wB and the relation w=wA + wB will not hold. A problem of inhomogeneous boundary condition can however be transformed into a problem with homogeneous boundary condition by redefining a dependent variable o* as a function of w and the boundary effects. This is somewhat simple for the quasi-geostrophic case but becomes very complicated when we deal with the general balance model. Hence the partitioning that we shall discuss deals with the problem of homogeneous boundary conditions.
For the general balance problem there are at least two interesting ways of partitioning vertical motion distribution, which yield convergent solutions for w, x, and
(53) and obtain wl, a first guess solution. This fist guess should in general give the principal results, as is the case for the small Rossby number theory.
Next we write, where and wB determine the contributions from the two principal forcing functions and w, are the contributions from n other terms. This partitioning has the feature that which is the total vertical velocity, and it yields considerable information regarding baroclinic processes that are part of the complex atmospheric phenomena. The operator on the left hand side contains the same terms as in the quasi-geostrophic theory; hence this manner of partitioning may be considered a natural extension of the quasi-geostrophic problem.
PROBLEM P Another mechanistic view of the partitioning problem is as follows. We write three equations in the form, In simpler terminology we have in this second problem, modified the contribution to the rising motion by the differential vorticity advection and the thermal advection by building up the complex operators on the left hand side. This partitioning may in some ways be more realistic because now we have the same form of the two forcing functions as in the quasi-geostrophic problem on the right hand side. It is however somewhat hard to perceive physically why, for instance, frictional stresses or latent heat should modify instantaneous vertical motions produced by differential vorticity advection, and there are a number of such other questions that are hard to answer.
I have preferred to determine the partitioning according to problem 1 discussed above because the individual contributions to the vertical motions by a number of forcing functions, in addition to the two (of the quasigeostrophic theory) on the right hand side, are determined in a unique manner. The information gained by this procedure does yield considerable insight into the role of the individual mechanisms.
It might be asked why not portray fields of the forcing functions Fi rather than the partitioned vertical motion?
The forcing functions by themselves are very cellular.
The o-field on the other hand is better defined. This is analogous, for instance, to a relation between v2 $ and $.
The former (vorticity) is more cellular while the $ field may exhibit long waves. The forcing functions are proportional to v2ao.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS GRID POINTS
The five level model has a vertical staggering of variables. V , #, x, 4, z, a$Jat, and awJdp appear a t the 1000-, 800-, 600-, 400-, and 200-mb. surfaces. w, T, 0, p, ps and the forcing functions of the w-equation appear at the goo-, 700-, 500-, and 300-mb. surfaces. In the horizontal, along the zonal direction there are 33 points of which the first 27 contain real initial data from analyzed weather maps and the last six provide a cyclic continuity such that points along 1 
SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS
The preceding outline of a general balance model is used for diagnostic studies of several weather systems in high and low latitudes. See Krishnamurti [6] . I n this issue of the Monthly Weather Rewiew two applications are presented, one in middle latitudes (Krishnamurti [71) and one in low latitudes (Baumhefner [2] ).
Further studies of three dimensional motion field in the vicinity of the Equator where the typical Rossby number is of the order of unity can be carried out by using the information obtained from such a balance model to define the initial state for a primitive equation prediction model. Short range prediction yields useful information for R,>1. We will present the results of such experiments in the near future.
The formulation of heating, friction, and terrain effects requires much further work; the present approach is very simple. The application we present here utilizes a horizontal mesh size of the order of 200 km.; small-scale processes in the vertical may be parameterized as indicated; there are several smaller scale processes in the horizontal, especially in middle latitudes, that are neither resolved by this mesh nor are parameterized in this study. Examples of such processes are usually found in the vicinity of intense jet streams where on a smaller scale maximum values of various terms of the dynamical equations may be present. Parameterization of such processes will be needed for improvement of short range synoptic scale forecasts. Mr. John M. Brown, now a graduate student at MIT, was a part of many of our discussions. Mr. Robert M. Coie, a senior programer for IBM at Douglas Aircraft Company a t Long Beach, Calif., was a consultant on some of the coding aspects. He provided considerable clarification and efficiency.
Computations were performed on the IBM 7094 computer; we are grateful to the Computing Facility of UCLA for their generous support.
